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Sneak Peek of the Products
You’ll Find at Coverings
2021
Every year, tile, stone, and design industry
professionals attend Coverings to explore and
experience the impressive array of new product
introductions, trends, installation materials,
tools, and technology from hundreds of global
manufacturers. Coverings 2021, taking place
this July 7-9 at the Orange County Convention
Center in Orlando and virtually, is no exception.

Take a Peek

2021 Tile Trends:
Vast Veining in Marble-Look Tile

Tile of Spain Announces Schedule of
Events for Coverings 2021

Coverings 2021 is around the corner, and
we’re hyping ourselves up by looking at the
top 2021 tile trends we expect to see on
display. This week’s focus is a new take on
a long-time favorite: marble-look tile.

Tile of Spain, the international brand
representing over 120 ceramic tile
manufacturers from Spain, announces its
schedule of events for Coverings 2021,
being held July 7-9 in Orlando, Florida

How Marbleous

Play-by-Play

Congratulations to the Coverings 2021
Rock Stars!

The Coverings Lounge – A Can't-Miss
Destination at Coverings 2021

Coverings is pleased to announce that 16
emerging tile & stone industry leaders have
been selected as Coverings 2021 Rock
Stars. The Rock Star program furthers
Coverings’ mission to support the growth
and success of the industry by
distinguishing talented young leaders and
fostering networking and educational
opportunities.

This new space on the show floor will
feature education sessions, live interviews,
coffee in the morning and beer in the
afternoon, contractor tours of the show
floor, product raffles, and more. Plus, a
stunning mosaic tile project will be
broadcasted live and unveiled by National
Tile Contractors Association members
during Coverings in The Lounge.

Rock This Way

Meet Me @ The Lounge

How to Make Natural Stone Play a
Starring Role in a Kitchen Design

2021 Tile Trends:
Green Tile

Jan Neiges is a certified master kitchen and
bath designer who has been helping her
clients define and realize their visions for
beautiful and functional high-use living
spaces for over two decades. Neiges sees
natural stone as a go-to material because
“every piece is unique, especially if one
selects the stones that have more colors,
movements, and patterns.”

As we anticipate Coverings 2021, thinking
about the 2021 tile trends we expect to see
is helping us pass the time. This week
brings us to green tile, a trend we couldn’t
be more excited about. Of all the colors we
can explore, green ceramic tile options are
enormously varied. We’re here to show you
that green tile can be everything from retro
to regal, and then some.

Rock Star

The Green Room

NTCA Artisans in Tile LiveStreamed Program, Centers

on Florida-Themed Mosaic
Mural
Two Certified Tile Installers will give insight into
their process of designing and developing a
Florida-themed mural, choosing materials,
templating methods and a reveal of parts of the
design that will be installed as completed art
piece to be broadcast live to attendees during
Coverings 2021, July 7-9.

Artists Unleashed

Six Strategic Reasons for Using
Ceramic Tile in Multipurpose Spaces

Four Ways to Use Natural Thin Stone
Veneer

Multipurpose spaces are becoming the
norm in our homes as we find ways to fit all
of our activities into areas of the house.
And, as we transition back to normal
everyday life after the pandemic,
multipurpose spaces will see more
demands than ever before, including an
enhanced focus on cleaning and hygiene.

Natural stone is mother nature’s oldest
building material and has been used
throughout history to create countless
commercial and residential features. Thin
stone veneer was introduced in the
twentieth century, but only in the last 5-7
years has it become a premier choice in the
natural stone industry.

So VersaTILE

Thin For The Win

Attend Your Way: Coverings 2021 is In-Person and Virtual!
In addition to holding Coverings 2021 in-person in Orlando, Coverings is also hosting an interactive,
virtual event online July 7-9 for tile & stone industry professionals. Virtual attendees will have access
to education with CEUs, exhibitors, tours, and on-demand content and there is no cost!

Free Registration Here
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